Dalmatia Heritage

Tour itineraries
Feel and hear Zadar

**Duration:** half day tour (up to 3 hours)
**Tour includes:** transfer ride, professional English speaking guide, klapa singing, tasting/degustation
**Additional info:** ideal for entire family, especially for cultural heritage enthusiasts
**Useful tips:** bring camera
**Important info:** This half day tour is possible only during the afternoon hours!

**Price:**
75 euros
(minimum 5 people)

Experience Zadar and its heritage story in a completely original and authentic way!

Take a stroll through time with our professional guide beginning with the ancient history of Zadar dating to a faraway 4th century BC and walk your way around to the futuristic monuments greeting the sun on the pier.

The culture of the centuries is imbued in places like St. Donatus' Church, town's old Forum, St. Anastasia Bell Tower, Five Wells Square, Land Gate, Captain's Tower and they all stand erect as town's most valuable cultural heritage monuments.

From remnants of ancient past and Venetian rule we bring you to a more futuristic landscape on the city's pier where you can enjoy in the most beautiful sunset in the world intertwined with Nikola Bašić's architectural pieces „Greeting to the Sun“ and „Sea Organs“.

They produce a wonderful and unique show of lights and sounds in the rhythm of the sea waves and will give you an entirely original and memorable experience!

To culminate this unique tour we will enrich your experience with an exclusive performance of Dalmatia's most valuable intangible heritage protected by UNESCO that is „klapa“, an a capella type singing performed for you by one of Zadar's best klapa groups „Munita“.

However, in case you thought that was all that we're offering, we have a special tasting of Maraschino drink, an original liquor from Zadar, in a restaurant near the pier reserved exclusively for participants of this tour.

So join us on our walk and soak up all that Zadar and it's cultural heritage has to offer!
Ravni kotari: feel and live the tradition

**Duration:** half day tour  
**Tour includes:** transfer ride, professional English speaking guide, tasting/degustation  
**Additional info:** ideal for entire family, especially for cultural heritage enthusiasts  
**Useful tips:** bring camera, comfortable shoes, water

**Price:**  
75 euros  
(minimum 2 people)

It is a true pleasure to escape the breakneck speed of modern life and return to a simple way of living. Such is the place of Ravni kotari where you can meet the traditional way of life from the local folks directly!

Every region writes its own history and has its own specific customs, traditions, attractions and culture. The area of Ravni kotari and Benkovac has been marked by numerous events that have shaped this region’s history since ancient times up to today.

On this tour, take a walk and explore the local settlements in Ravni kotari and see the once magnificent town of Asseria. In what used to be one of the most important Liburnian and, subsequently, Roman settlements in the area of north Dalmatia, you can now find authentic Roman milestones, together with many other remnants of Rome’s advanced lifestyle and construction methods.

Afterwards, we will take a tour through the city of Benkovac. The region of Benkovac and its people will familiarise you with the rich history and customs of the area, as well as with the authentic products and food that is still made by hand, in a natural way. The population there is becoming increasingly focused on preserving the local identity, traditions and customs, preserving the environment and strengthening autochthonous, traditional and ecological production, thus significantly stimulating the development of rural areas.

At the end of our journey, we will take you to a local family-run farm for wine tasting and sampling the traditional Benkovac dish „prisnac“.

Get to know the heart of Ravni kotari and find out why Benkovac has played a pivotal role in the development of Zadar since ancient times!
Nin: through the royal past

Duration: half day tour
Tour includes: professional English speaking guide, transfer ride, tickets for Museum of Salt Commerce, tasting/degustation
Additional info: ideal for entire family, especially for cultural heritage enthusiasts
Useful tips: bring camera, comfortable shoes, water

Price:
75 euros
(minimum 2 people)

Being rich in cultural heritage on its every corner, the town of Nin is the oldest royal town in Croatia. It is also known as the town of salt which used to be a source of wealth throughout the city's long history. The traditional way of making salt in a naturally and ecologically friendly way is through the use of solar and wind power and this type of tradition is still cultivated in old royal town of Nin. The clean environment, specific climate with many sunshine hours and favourable winds, together with an exceptional geographical position, provide for supreme worldclass quality.

If you want to experience the traditional way of manufacturing salt, or if you’re interested in souvenirs made from salt or would like to try “harvesting” salt, come with us on our journey to Nin, where the tradition of saltmaking has been present since ancient times. You will witness how the flora and fauna can live in a symbiosis with man, and you will also be able to find out why the salt flower is the flower of health.

Next to experiencing the traditional ways of salt making, take a stroll through city centre of Nin with us and explore an impressive amount of ancient monuments dating back to 9th century AD. Amongst many of them, we will visit the world’s smallest cathedral, the church of the Holy Cross. According to some theories, the design has an intentionally unbalanced elliptical form designated to "follow" the position of the Sun, retaining the functionality of a calendar and sundial.

Considering the amount of ancient history as well as the remnants of it, it is no surprise that Nin holds the title of European Destination of Excellence.

Come with us and enjoy in creating an authentic and memorable journey through Croatia’s oldest royal city.
Discovering Royal Vineyards

Duration: half day tour (up to 3 hours)
Tour includes: transfer ride, tasting/degustation, guide through the vineyards
Additional info: ideal for wine enthusiasts, as well as cultural heritage enthusiasts
Useful tips: bring camera

Price: 45 euros
(minimum 2 people)

Just 12km away from Zadar there is a little piece of paradise on earth that will thrill all your senses and make you feel like a king of all kings.

The Royal Vineyards at Punta Skala, Petrčane is home to some of the best award-winning wines you can find in North Dalmatia. Light and elegant as they are, the Punta Skala wines go well with a large number of dishes, some of which you will taste during our visit. As an important component of the Mediterranean diet, wine is considered not only tasteful but incredibly healthy as well.

Take a stroll through this green oasis with us and learn all about the longlasting winemaking process and fascinating history behind it. Considering the vineyards are 43 m above sea level, we'll take a moment to appreciate and enjoy the wonderful view of the city of Zadar and its archipelago from the peaks of Punta Skala.

Indulge in passion for quality that is embedded in every drop of wine you'll taste.

Pamper your senses at the Royal Vineyards and experience the magic of Punta Skala wines with us!
Discovering the roots of Zinfandel grape

**Duration:** half day tour (up to 4 hours)

**Tour includes:** transfer ride, tasting/degustation, guide through the vineyards

**Additional info:** ideal for wine enthusiasts, as well as cultural heritage enthusiasts

**Useful tips:** bring camera

**Price:** 55 euros
(minimum 2 people)

Just 12km away from Zadar there is a little piece of paradise on earth that will thrill all your senses and make you feel like a king of all kings. The Royal Vineyards at Punta Skala, Petrčane is home to some of the best award-winning wines you can find in North Dalmatia. Light and elegant as they are, the Punta Skala wines go well with a large number of dishes, some of which you will taste during our visit. As an important component of the Mediterranean diet, wine is considered not only tasteful but incredibly healthy as well. Zinfandel grape is one of the oldest variety cultivated in Croatia since ancient times and is based on the advantages in autochtony of this variety and original influences of the sun, rocks and the sea on grapes increased with constant currents of cold air from Velebit.

Take a stroll through this green oasis with us and learn all about the longlasting winemaking process and fascinating history behind it. Considering the vineyards are 43 m above sea level, we'll take a moment to appreciate and enjoy the wonderful view of the city of Zadar and its archipelago from the peaks of Punta Skala. Indulge in passion for quality that is embedded in every drop of wine you'll taste.

**Pamper your senses at the Royal Vineyards and experience the magic of Punta Skala wines with us!**
**The magic of Krka National Park**

**Duration:** day tour  
**Tour includes:** transfer ride, professional English speaking guide, entrance tickets, tasting/degustation  
**Additional info:** ideal for nature and wine enthusiasts  
**Useful tips:** bring camera

**Price:** 85 euros  
(minimum 5 people)

In the beautiful natural environment the river Krka forms the picturesque waterfalls that pour into 17 waterfalls and natural barriers. This is the place where the beauty of the national park is expressed in the continuous play of sun and water. It is imperative to visit the famous Skradinski buk, the biggest waterfall which is the ideal place for bathing in clean water and taking pictures in the paradise surroundings. It’s good to know that it doesn’t take much to experience a lot, and a day with nature will leave you feeling pleasantly tired and fulfilled. National Park Krka brings you breath of freshness, as well as the thrill of discovering the history where it is least expected.

We will then take you for refreshments, a tasting of the authentic local wines! You will have a walk through a local winery in order to learn about wine production and to try several Dalmation varieties of wine.

**Spend a pleasant day with us at Krka National Park, enriched with new experiences, knowledge and pleasures!**
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Relaxation day on Kornati islands

**Duration:** day tour

**Tour includes:** transfer ride, catamaran ride, entrance tickets, professional English speaking guide, entrance tickets, lunch

**Additional info:** ideal for nature and wine enthusiasts

**Useful tips:** bring camera, bathing suit, sunscreen and hat

**Price:** 40 euros
(minimum 2 people)

The beginning of our trip starts with cruising through Zadar channel to the passage of Little Ždrelac, below the bridge and continuing by islands Sit and Žut. The ride continues by the sea strain of Mala Proversa and reaches the islet of Tajerske Sestrice, where the famous old lighthouse is. Then comes the unusual island of Taljurić, a geological phenomenon that looks like a small stone slab. At this point we exit to open sea, underneath high rocks (up to 100 m in height), which are so steep that they look like they are cut off with a knife. After that we enter Telašćica Nature Park, beautiful Uvala Mir with the famous Salt Lake (Dugi otok). Here we take a break in duration of about 3 hours. Guests are free to go swimming (on Salt Lake or in the sea) or for a walk on the high rocks, which can now be seen from the mainland as well.

We will return by a slightly different route to Zadar, facing the Zadar panorama, the Greeting to the Sun and the famous Sea Organs in the afternoon hours.

Join us in cruising around Komati archipelago, and indulge in new experiences and pleasures!